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hen the Democratic mayor of Seattle, Ed Murray, recently announced that business, union, and community leaders had agreed
on a deal to raise the city’s minimum hourly wage to $15, the news
provoked strong reactions from pundits across the political spectrum. Progressives generally applauded; conservatives generally protested. The
latter were particularly vocal. A writer for the National Review noted, with a hint of
both relief and nervousness, that the city’s experiment is just a local phenomenon.
itself than for the country as a whole to adopt something like it.”
Well, no worries. The $15 minimum wage is more than twice the federal minimum of $7.25, and while President Obama put forward a proposal to hike the federal minimum to $10.10 in his State of the Union speech in January, it has little
chance of passing as long as the GOP controls either chamber of Congress.
Yet there is some evidence of slowly building momentum for small increases at
the state level. Five states and the District of Columbia had raised their minimum
wage as of April, and a total of 34 states have considered—or are now considering—increases to their minimum wage this year, according to Stateline. Connecticut’s recent hike to $10.10 will give it the highest minimum of any state.
These small signs of progress are set against a broader, ongoing story of escalating economic insecurity and inequality. The $15 minimum wage that has alarmed
pundits and politicians on the Right still falls far short of a “living wage” for workers
who try to support a family on it. According to a formula devised by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, the hourly living wage for a single person supporting
one child in Seattle should be $20.53. For a single parent with two children, it’s
$24.76.
Adding to workers’ pain are the aggressive assaults on organized labor and workers’ rights in recent years. As Mariya Strauss notes in her piece in this issue—“Dark
Money, Dirty War”—a recent report published by the International Trade Union
Confederation found that the United States ranks among the worst nations, globally, in terms of violating workers’ rights. (Also see the related Report in Review in
this issue.)
Recent anti-worker legislation in state legislatures is the outcome of a well-orexperimentation. Challenging it will require an equal level of determination, experimentation, and organization by advocates for social justice.
The Public Eye hopes to contribute to the pushback with this issue’s cover story on
new worker organizations, which are calling out corporate abuses and proactively
asserting the rights of workers. It would be naïve to think that these organizations
can, in themselves, reverse the long-term trends toward inequality and lower wages. But they might be the seeds of a grassroots movement that can help challenge
dominant trends within the American economy. Institutions, politicians, and
activists on the Right are certainly taking the threat seriously. They’re mobilizing
their resources in a bid to undercut these rising organizations and nip their work
for a fairer economy in the bud.
As Strauss rightly puts it: The battle is joined, and the stakes are high.
Theo Anderson
Editor-in-Chief
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Exploiting Fears of Exploitation

seem to be few connections between the two events, but the U.S. Christian Right tracked the happenings
in both San Francisco and Rio de Janeiro very closely.
As with many major sporting events, preparations for the World Cup were accompanied by lots of media hype
has claimed that the Super Bowl (featuring the other
January 27, Rep. Chris Smith (R-NJ) cited a popular statistic from the National Center for Missing and Exploited
Children, claiming that 10,000 prostitutes were transported to Miami for the 2010 Super Bowl.
Yet when questioned, researchers at the Center admitted that they have no idea how Ernie Allen, the organi-

ing events.”

-

which it can covertly promote restrictive ideologies around sexuality and bodily autonomy. While they purport
advance a surreptitious attack on some of their favorite scapegoats: LGBTQ people—especially transgender
Consider Project ROSE, a “prostitution diversion” program jointly developed by 15 partner organizations, including the Phoenix Police Department, Arizona State University School of Social Work, and Catholic Charities
forcing them into faith-based programs without due process or a conviction. Participants who don’t qualify (as
was the case with Monica Jones) or refuse to participate in the program are transferred directly into the criminal
punishment system.
In a New York Times op-ed published earlier this year, Kate Mogulescu, the supervising attorney of a project at
the Legal Aid Society that represents nearly all of the people arrested on prostitution charges in New York City,
documented a massive increase in prostitution-related arrests in the lead-up to the 2014 Seattle/Denver Super
sex workers—who are already vulnerable—found themselves facing jail time, potential deportation, warrants
for failure to appear in court, and lifelong criminal records. As Mogulescu observes, “These arrests are not indications of an increase in prostitution activity, but rather of an increase in policing.”
Certainly, the abuse, manipulation, and exploitation of others is unacceptable in any context, and should be
confronted and stopped. Yet conservative religious groups, lobbyists, and legislators have done little to curb

maintaining the poverty-induced subservience of already marginalized people—than with ending the exploitation of vulnerable populations.
As feminist scholar and activist Emi Koyama observes, the youth sex trade is fueled by a variety of “push” and
“pull” factors independent of religious morality or women’s empowerment, including poverty, racism, sexism,
human-rights violations must be developed in partnership with sex workers and their allies. As Koyama points
out, it is “workers organizing among themselves that [has] successfully challenged and transformed exploit-
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Dark Money,
Dirty War

Inside the Latest Corporate Crusade Against
Low-Wage and Immigrant Workers
$PSQPSBUFJOUFSFTUTIBWFUBLFODSFEJUGPSSFEVDJOHQSJWBUFTFDUPS
VOJPOTUPBGSBDUJPOPGUIFJSGPSNFSTUSFOHUI BOEGPSFSPEJOHQVCMJD
TFDUPSDPMMFDUJWFCBSHBJOJOH FTQFDJBMMZTJODFUIFi5FB1BSUZ
NJEUFSNTw"SFTVSHFODFJOMPXXBHFXPSLFSPSHBOJ[JOH TQBSLFE
by growing inequality in the United States, promises to help
EFGFOEUIFSJHIUTBOEQBZDIFDLTPGWVMOFSBCMFXPSLFST#VU
DPSQPSBUJPOTBOEUIFJSQBJETIJMMTBJNUPTOVòPVUUIFNPWFNFOU
CFGPSFJUDBUDIFTöSF

D

uring an April 16 event
at the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce, Joe Kefauver—a lobbyist and PR
man for the National
Restaurant Association
and the Convenience Store Association—warned the audience of business
leaders about an emerging challenge to
their corporate dominance. The threat
comes, he said, from groups that “have
the ability to leverage infrastructure to
bring a multi-pronged attack, and force
internal corporate changes [that] they
wouldn’t have been able to get through
[union] collective bargaining.” Though
warns about take many forms, corporate
PR lumps them together under the label
“worker centers.”
At the same Chamber event, Kefauver
gloated about industry’s recent successes in weakening “the union movement,”
which, he said, “has hit a lot of roadblocks, in large part due to the good work
of a lot of folks in this room.”1 Building
on their victories, over unions, corporaagainst a resurgence in low-wage worker
organizing prompted by the worst eco-
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nomic inequality in a century.
The stakes are high. For too many
working Americans, chronic debt and
economic insecurity have become inescapable facts of life. Institutions that
cape from poverty have been hollowed
out by decades of policies that concentrate wealth in fewer and fewer hands.
Labor unions have been decimated by
business interests’ relentless anti-unionization campaigns, and by their successful lobbying in Congress and state legislatures for laws and regulations that
favor employers.
As workers face intimidation and legal
challenges to their right to join unions
(including a case that would damage
public sector unions, Harris v. Quinn,
on which the Supreme Court recently
ruled2), the United States has gained a
reputation for lousy treatment of workers. In a new report, the International
point scale to rank countries on their
commitment to workers’ rights, with
received a ranking of four, meaning
there are systematic violations.3 Only
about 11 percent of U.S. workers are

now represented by unions, down from
a peak in the private sector of around
35 percent in the 1950s.4 Today, most
union members are public-sector emand government workers.
Without unions to advocate for workers’ rights at the local level, employers
are able to keep wages low and suppress
worker self-organization with impunity.
Workers’ rights advocates have documented abuses—such as wage theft, inSUMMER 2014

Fast food workers in the San Francisco Bay area call for an end to wage theft at an April 2014 day of action. Photo courtesy of Brooke Anderson.

timidation, and sexual harassment—being committed against immigrant and
low-wage workers without fear of prosecution. Inequality is at its highest level
since 1928,5 and studies show that 95
ing the current recovery have gone to the
top one percent of income earners.6
Into this breach has stepped a small
but vibrant constellation of low-wage
and immigrant-worker organizations.
This organizing resurgence features a vaSUMMER 2014

riety of structures and approaches striving to ensure that workers’ voices are
heard in public-policy debates on wages
and employment practices. AccordWorkers Congress, a federation of such
groups, “Worker centers [and other lowwage and immigrant worker advocates]
have won changes in local policies and
practices, built vocal and active membership, and raised public awareness of

the groundwork for the recent spread of
workers not covered under existing labor law, and to raise the minimum wage
for all workers.”7
drawn

the

attention

of

corporate

leaning think tanks answering to the
same business interests that are responsible for the decline of unions and other
anti-poverty institutions. While some
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new worker organizations have endured strength rather than its deep pockets. WAGE THIEVES
and even thrived in the face of relentless The opposition is trying to homogenize Attacks on worker organizing are taking
- place against a backdrop of an economy
attacks, their antagonists have generally hailed from the particular industry ganizing in order to simplify, vilify, and in crisis. A 2013 New York Times article,
(restaurant, agribusiness, big box retail, attack it. The experienced operatives at quoting a report by the Center for Budetc.) or social sector (e.g. anti-immi- the U.S. Chamber of Commerce refer to get and Policy Priorities, noted that the
grant movement) that they challenge.
their chosen targets as “worker centers,” “median income for working-age houseIn the court of
holds (headed by
public
opinion,
someone under age
low-wage and im"TSFBMXBHFTTUBHOBUFPSGBMM CJHDPSQPSBUJPOTTFFL
65) slid 12.4 permigrant
worker
cent from 2000 to
UPQSFTFSWFQSPGJUTCZGVSUIFSTRVFF[JOHXPSLFST
organizing
cam2011, to $55,640.
and their disposable income: scheduling workers
paigns are gaining a
During that time the
reputation for being
American economy
GPSGFXFSIPVSTPOUIFTIPQGMPPS TQSFBEJOHGFBS
scrappy underdogs,
grew more than 18
BOEBOUJVOJPOQSPQBHBOEB DVUUJOHCBDLPO
standing up for the
percent.”11
little guys. (More ofAs real wages
CFOFGJUTQBDLBHFT BOE QFSIBQTNPTUTIPDLJOHMZ 
ten than not, these
stagnate or fall,
DPNNJUUJOHPVUSJHIUXBHFUIFGU"TQPMJUJDBM
“little guys” are acconsumers
have
tually women; a reless
money
to
FDPOPNJTU(PSEPO-BGFSBTTFSUFE i5IFUPUBMBNPVOU
cent study from the
spend. In response,
PGNPOFZTUPMFOPVUPG"NFSJDBOXPSLFSTQBZDIFDLT
National Women’s
big
corporations
FWFSZZFBSJTGBSCJHHFSUIBOUIFUPUBMBNPVOUTUPMFO
Law Center found
seek to preserve
that women reprein all the bank robberies, gas station robberies, and
sent almost twothat further squeeze
DPOWFOJFODFTUPSFSPCCFSJFTDPNCJOFEw
thirds of minimum
workers and their
wage workers.8) But
disposable income.
the business lobby
This
squeezing
is trying to use its
takes many forms:
megaphone to rescheduling
workverse that momeners for fewer hours
tum. Groups like
the U.S. Chamber
spreading fear and
of Commerce and
anti-union propathe National Resganda, cutting back
taurant Association
are taking advanages, and, perhaps
tage of low public
most
shockingly,
awareness of new
committing
outworker
organizaright wage theft.
tions to frame these
Imagine
being
loosely connected
hired as a cashier
groups as part of the
at a big-box retailer
union “Goliath”—a
and being told that
familiar frame that
you’ll make $8.81
allows corporations
per hour, the avOUR Walmart challenges poor working conditions outside the Walmart Home
to repurpose deerage wage of a
Office in Bentonville, Arkansas. Photo courtesy of Marc F. Henning.
cades of anti-union
Walmart cashier.12
messages and tacImagine
getting
tics.9
your meager payAlthough the attacks are well-coordi- using the term to merge all organizing
- you expected. Now imagine learning
nated, there are opportunities for lowwage and immigrant worker organizing grant rights’ groups, domestic work- that the missing money isn’t being withto respond strategically. The business ers, food service and retail workers, held by mistake. It’s being stolen by your
day laborers, supply chain workers, and employer. Such wage theft is pervasive
small, moving targets with independent more— together into one single, seem- across all U.S. industries, and the sums
ingly formidable enemy.10
involved amount to much more than
partly in its diversity—its networked
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petty larceny.
“When we measure it,” Gordon Lafer,
a political economist at the University
of Oregon’s Labor Education & Research
Center, recently told Moyers & Company,
“the total amount of money stolen out of
American workers’ paychecks every year
is far bigger than the total amount stolen
in all the bank robberies, gas station robberies, and convenience store robberies
combined.”13
“It really has become for many industries the way they do business,” said Sally Dworak-Fisher, lead attorney in the
Workplace Justice division at the Public
Justice Center in Baltimore, Maryland.
“By not paying overtime or paying less
than the minimum wage, they are eroding the bedrock of labor protections in
this country.”14
The phenomenon of wage theft is especially cynical given the amount of
money that low-wage employees already
produce for their employers: McDonald’s, for instance, makes an average
per-employee revenue of $65,000, according to a report from the business
blog “24/7 WallStreet,” derisively titled
“The Companies with the Least Valuable
Employees.”15
In an article for Alternet in 2013, Paul
Buchheit wrote that “McDonald’s employs 440,000 workers worldwide, most
of them food servers making the median
hourly wage of $9.10 an hour or less,
for a maximum of about $18,200 per
year.”16 That $9.10 per hour McDonald’s
employee is being paid is less than onethird of what she earns for her employer
in a year. Now she is also having those
meager wages stolen, as the Labor Department found in at least two recent
cases in New York and Pennsylvania.17
Wage theft is just one of a variety of
weapons that private-sector businesses
have deployed in order to cheat workinclude public policy instruments like
so-called right to work laws that hamper union organizing; threats of deportation to keep unauthorized immigrant
workers from asserting their rights; and
lobbying to carve out loopholes in new
worker-protection laws, among other
devices.
For the past few years, in metro regions
and states, workers and their communities have galvanized around the problem
SUMMER 2014

of wage theft, standing together to sue
and win back money that rightfully belongs to the workers who earned it and
the local communities where they spend
their paychecks. Additionally, low-wage
and immigrant workers are seeking relief from abusive and exploitative working conditions by expanding the laws
that defend their interests—raising the
ties for wage theft, and instituting paid
sick days and other basic workplace protections. Their grassroots organizing—
sometimes, but not always, conducted
in partnership with unions—has been
and states are passing these new laws.
Corporate interests are striking back
with bills to pre-empt cities from passing their own minimum wage increases
or to mandate paid sick days. These preright-wing bill mills like the American
Legislative Exchange Council (ALEC)
and pushed by state lawmakers who are
lobby groups such as the U.S. Chamber
of Commerce.18
The legislative attack is well underway. After Wisconsin’s paid sick days
pre-emption bill was shared at an ALEC
meeting, similar legislation spread
across the country, in most cases introduced by ALEC members. Eleven states,
including Wisconsin, Florida, and Oklahoma have now passed state-level “preemption” laws banning cities and counties from mandating employer-provided
paid sick days. At least six other states,
according to the watchdog group Center
for Media and Democracy, are currently
considering similar pre-emption bills
that would prohibit local governments
from raising the minimum wage.19

CHAMBER OF HORRORS

When the Los Angeles-based Koreatown
Immigrant Workers’ Alliance (KIWA)
began urging city voters in 2012 to support a state bill that would allow workers
to place a temporary lien on the business owner’s property if the business
owner committed wage theft, KIWA’s
members were excited. The bill would
have allowed workers whose employers
is, a transfer of possession—on the em-

ployer’s property until workers received
the back pay they were owed. A lien is
PR problem for employers. “We see this
lien as a tool to bring employers who are
committing wage theft to the table,” said
Alexandra Suh, KIWA’s executive director. “If there’s a lien on the table, they’re
going to pay attention.”20 One state—
Maryland—passed a similar lien law
Dworak-Fisher of the Public Justice
Center said she expects that Maryland’s
law will deter employers from committing wage theft. “We’re just getting it up
and running,” she said. “We’ll be bringing wage lien claims over the summer
and into the fall. The unscrupulous employers will be on notice.”21
As the California campaign gained
steam, however, local politicians and
business owners—some of whom were
involved with KIWA projects in the comfrom the California Chamber of Commerce. These Facebook ads, blog posts,
and other advertising materials claimed
that the anti-wage theft bill posed a danger to homeowners.
In one ad shared with PRA, the California Chamber falsely claimed that
if the bill passed, it would mean that a
third-party homeowner who had a contractor or cleaning service work in the
home could wind up with a lien on the
home. “Despite the fact that the third
party homeowner had absolutely no
control over the employee’s work or the
wages he/she was paid,” read the statement from the California Chamber,
“that homeowner could have his/her
property leveraged for unpaid wages of
the company’s employees.”22
In reality, the bill explicitly prevents
third-party liens, or liens from one
company’s workers on a third party’s,
or homeowner’s, property. Yet the Cal
Chamber’s lie confused and frightened
California homeowners. The anti-wage
theft measure died in the state Senate in
January 2014. When it was brought up
again for a vote in the State Assembly on
May 28 of this year, it passed by a vote of
43-27. It now moves back to the California Senate for a potential vote later this
year.24
The corporate smokescreen also obscures the widespread nature of the
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Reclaiming Stolen Wages: The Koreatown Immigrant Workers’ Association
" IJWF PG BDUJWJUZ JO DFOUSBM -PT "OHFMFT TJODF
  UIF ,PSFBUPXO *NNJHSBOU 8PSLFST "T
TPDJBUJPO ,*8"  PòFST &OHMJTI DMBTTFT  XPSL
FSTSJHIUTDMJOJDT BOEIPVTJOHBEWPDBDZGPSUIF
BSFBTXJEFSBOHFPGFUIOJDQPQVMBUJPOT BDDPSE
JOH UP FYFDVUJWF EJSFDUPS "MFYBOESB 4VIi*UT B
WFSZEJWFSTFOFJHICPSIPPE w4VITBJEi"OZPOF
who wants to come in and join is welcome to
EP TPw ,*8"T NFNCFST BSF PWFSXIFMNJOHMZ
,PSFBO BOE BOZPOF XIP JEFOUJöFT BT -BUJOP
5IFOFJHICPSIPPEPG,PSFBUPXOJTQFSDFOU
-BUJOP XIJDIJODMVEFTQFPQMFGSPN.FYJDP &M
4BMWBEPS (VBUFNBMB BOEPUIFS$FOUSBM"NFSJ
DBODPVOUSJFT CVU,PSFBOTNBLFVQUIFTJOHMF
MBSHFTU FUIOJD HSPVQ 0UIFS HSPVQT UIBU ,*8"
XPSLT XJUI JODMVEF "GSJDBO "NFSJDBOT  4PVUI
"TJBOT $IJOFTF BOEPUIFST
5IF BQQSPYJNBUFMZ   JNNJHSBOUT BOE MPX
XBHF XPSLFST UIBU ,*8" TFSWFT DPVME CF DPO
sidered poor, working poor, or working class.
.BOZ PG UIFN XPSL QSFDBSJPVT QBSUUJNF BOE
KIWA activists stage a rally in Los Angeles. Photo courtesy of Charlie Kaijo. MPXXBHF KPCT #VU SBUIFS UIBO BQQSPBDIJOH
UIFTF QPQVMBUJPOT XJUI BO BUUJUVEF PG DIBSJUZ 
,*8"BQQSPBDIFTUIFNXJUIBNFTTBHFPGTPMJ
EBSJUZ*UTNJTTJPOTUBUFNFOUFYQMBJOTUIJTBQQSPBDIi,*8"TFFLTUPTUSFOHUIFOQSPHSFTTJWF JNNJHSBOUXPSLFSMFBEFSTIJQBTQBSUPGB
CSPBECBTFENPWFNFOUGPSTPDJBMDIBOHFw
,*8"T8PSLFS&NQPXFSNFOU$MJOJDQSPWJEFTXPSLTIPQTBOEUFDIOJDBMTVQQPSUGPSXPSLFSTUPMFBSOUIFJSSJHIUTBOEIPXUPSFDPWFS
UIFJSTUPMFOXBHFT,*8"TBZTUIBUJUiTUBOETXJUIwXPSLFSTXIPBSFBCVTFEBOEFYQMPJUFE IFMQJOHUIFNHFUNPSFQSFTTDPWFSBHFUP
FYQPTFCBEBDUPSFNQMPZFSTJUBMTPPSHBOJ[FTUFOBOUTBOEBDUTBTBSFBMFTUBUFEFWFMPQFSUPCVJMENPSFBòPSEBCMFIPVTJOHJODFOUSBM
-PT"OHFMFT
5IFOFFEGPS,*8"TPSHBOJ[JOHXPSLJTSFBM-PT"OHFMFTMPXXBHFXPSLFSTGBDFSBNQBOUXBHFUIFGUBOEPUIFSXBHFBOEIPVSWJPMB
UJPOT"TUVEZCZ6$-"SFTFBSDIFSTGPVOEUIBUUIFOFBSMZ MPXXBHFXPSLFSTJO-PT"OHFMFT$PVOUZiSFHVMBSMZFYQFSJFODF
WJPMBUJPOTPGCBTJDMBXTUIBUNBOEBUFBNJOJNVNXBHFBOEPWFSUJNFQBZBOEBSFGSFRVFOUMZGPSDFEUPXPSLPòUIFDMPDLPSEVSJOH
UIFJS CSFBLTw 3FTQPOEFOUT UP UIF TVSWFZ VTFE JO UIF TUVEZ SFQPSUFE MPTJOH BO BWFSBHF PG  PVU PG B XFFLMZ BWFSBHF XBHF PG
NFBOJOHUIFJSFNQMPZFSTTUPMFBOBWFSBHFPGQFSDFOUPGUIFJSFBSOJOHTFWFSZXFFLi"TTVNJOHBGVMMZFBSXPSLTDIFEVMF w
XSPUFUIFSFTFBSDIFST iUIFTFXPSLFSTMPTUBOBWFSBHFPG BOOVBMMZEVFUPXPSLQMBDFWJPMBUJPOT PVUPGUPUBMBOOVBMFBSOJOHTPG
 w
5IFOFFEGPSPSHBOJ[JOHGPSCFUUFSXPSLJOHDPOEJUJPOTBOEBOFOEUPXBHFUIFGUJTTPHSFBUUIBU,*8"JTOPXCBOEJOHUPHFUIFSXJUI
PUIFS-PT"OHFMFTCBTFEXPSLFSPSHBOJ[BUJPOTUPGPSNBOFXHSPVQUIF-"8PSLFS$FOUFS'FEFSBUJPO4VI XIPJTBDUJOHEJSFDUPSPG
UIFOFXHSPVQ TBJEUIBUUIFHPBMPGCPUI,*8"BOEUIFOFX-"8PSLFS$FOUFS'FEFSBUJPOJTUPQSPBDUJWFMZDSFBUFBNPWFNFOUPGMPX
XBHFXPSLFSTOPUTJNQMZSFTQPOEUPXBHFWJPMBUJPOT
i*WFTFFOIPXIBSENBOZCVTJOFTTPXOFSTXPSLBOEIPXNVDIUIFZTUSVHHMFJODMVEJOHTPNFPGNZGBNJMZNFNCFSTBOEGSJFOET w
TIFTBJEi#VTJOFTTPXOFSTJOUIFUSFODIFTXIFSFXBHFUIFGUJTXPSTULOPXCFUUFSUIBOBOZPOFUIFCJUUFSOFTTPGUIFSBDFUPUIFCPUUPN
*XPVMEJOWJUFIPOFTUCVTJOFTTQFPQMFUPTQFBLPVUBOEKPJOVTJOUIFNPWFNFOUUPDSFBUFXPSLQMBDFTXIFSFBMMBSFSFTQFDUFE8FOFFE
CVTJOFTTQFPQMFPGJOUFHSJUZUPHPBMMJOPOUIFTJEFPGKVTUJDF BOEIFMQDSFBUFBDPNNVOJUZXIFSFFWFSZPOFDBOUISJWFw
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problem, which continues to be “very,
very serious,” as Suh said.23 Indeed, a
2010 UCLA-sponsored survey showed
that the vast majority of workers are experiencing some type of wage-related violation on the job in Los Angeles County. “Low-wage workers in L.A. County
frequently are paid below the minimum
clock without pay, and have their meal
breaks denied, interrupted, or shortened,” according to the report. “In fact,
88.5 percent of workers in the L.A. sample had experienced at least one type of
pay-related workplace violation in the
week of work before the survey.”

LIES, SMEARS, AND INNUENDO
have helped provoke an aggressive response from the national business lobby: the U.S. Chamber of Commerce. The
Chamber’s Workforce Freedom Initiative
(WFI) has released three faux-academic
reports on low-wage worker organizing
since last fall, starting with one in November 2013 that purported to expose
a cabal of left-wing, foundation-funded,
low-wage worker advocacy groups like
KIWA.
The report presents a kind of historical
analysis of how low-wage and immigrant
worker organizations emerged; labels
this highly diverse landscape of organizations “worker centers”; charges that
they are “union front groups” (UFOs)
that circumvent the many restrictions
that tie the hands of unions; and maps
foundation funding for the low-wage
organizing sector (implying that foundations are as responsible as unions for
advocacy groups of varying forms and
sizes—from small worker centers such
as KIWA to larger national organizing
Centers United (ROC United) and Organization United for Respect at Walmart
(OUR Walmart).25
Each subsequent U.S. Chamber report
builds on the insinuations and distortions of the previous ones. Common to
oped over decades against unions to
attack these varied immigrant and lowwage worker projects that, while gener-

SUMMER 2014

ally small, have become among the most regulatory consequences, too. The U.S.
dynamic sites of the worker-organizing Chamber is using its reports—plus atresurgence. The Chamber’s approach tack ads, articles from right-wing think
requires convincing the public, policy tanks such as the Manhattan Institute,
makers, and judges that so-called “work- and op-eds in major newspapers echoer centers” are more or less all the same— ing similar refrains—to persuade the
that they are functionally unions, trying public and the government that all lowto represent workers for the purposes wage and immigrant worker organizing
of collective bargaining while evading groups should be subjected to the same
the regulatory scrutiny and restrictions
on their behavior
and funding that
unions must en5IFDPNQBSJTPOPGXPSLFSDFOUFSTUP
dure.
In reality, work"$03/NBZCFBEPHXIJTUMFUPCVTJOFTT
er
organizing
MFBEFSTUIBUMPXXBHFXPSLFSHSPVQT
groups use a vaBSFWVMOFSBCMFUPUIFTBNFUBLFEPXO
riety of tactics to
achieve their straUBDUJDT JODMVEJOHQTFVEPKPVSOBMJTUJDWJEFP
tegic goals: a comFYQPTÏT DPOHSFTTJPOBMIFBSJOHT BOEQVCMJD
munity organizato stop local police

EFGVOEJOH"$03/ XIJDIEJTTPMWFEJUT
national structure in 2010 in response to
UIJTPOTMBVHIU DPVMECFTFFOBTBTPSUPG
DBVUJPOBSZUBMFGPSJNNJHSBOUBOEMPXXBHF
XPSLFSPSHBOJ[JOHFòPSUTUPBWPJEUIF
TBNFGBUF UIFZXJMMOFFEUPSFDPHOJ[FBOE
strategically respond.

stops to hand immigrant workers
over to immigration authorities;
a worker center
holds workshops
to train members
to prevent wage
theft; or a local
domestic workers’
organization holds a rally to call for an
end to deportations. In none of these
cases is a worker organization “seek[ing]
to negotiate with employers on behalf of
employees,” as the WFI report asserts.26
It is unsurprising that the corporate
ground. The loud “union front” accusation represents a clever bit of bait: an invitation for community groups to deny
the charge of being unions (as if that
were a bad thing) and thereby enter into
a potentially endless cycle of defending
themselves from that charge. In fact, the
relationships between traditional unions
and low-wage/immigrant worker organizing groups vary greatly: some have
no working relationships with unions,
some work occasionally and amicably
with unions, and others engage with
unions quite frequently and even openly
aspire to become more union-like.
But the broad-brush labeling of “worker centers” could have potential legal and

turing requirements that unions face.
They aim to impose severe restraints on
charitable contributions and to limit or
ban secondary boycotts (among other
activities). If their opponents are successful, the low-wage worker sector—including groups with no active relationships
with unions—could be hobbled.
The Chamber is not only recycling
anti-union tactics. In one particularly
author Jarol Manheim compares the
loose network of worker centers to the
anti-poverty network ACORN, which
was targeted and ultimately broken
apart by right-wing attacks in the mid2000s. Manheim names a foundation
(Needmor) that supports “organizing to
achieve social justice, and was once a
major contributor to ACORN chapters in
several communities. Between 2009 and
2011, its grantees included, among others, the Koreatown Immigrant Workers
Association (KIWA).”27
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This comparison of worker centers to nesses, watchdog groups have docu- and promoting “high road” employers to
ACORN may be a dogwhistle to business mented that its actual membership hov- socially-conscious diners.
leaders that low-wage worker groups are ers around 300,000. What’s more, local
vulnerable to the same take-down tac- chambers of commerce have publicly de- subjected to consistent and intense attics, including pseudo-journalistic video nounced or left the U.S. Chamber by the tacks from industry, and has fought
exposés, congressional hearings, and dozens in recent years. U.S. Chamber- back doubly hard. A January 16 New
York Times article expublic defunding. As
posed the restaurant
Lee Fang pointed out
industry’s PR camin an April article in
5IFQBUUFSOPGSFDFOUBUUBDLTBHBJOTUOFXXPSLFS
paign against ROC: “A
the Nation, the case
PSHBOJ[BUJPOTTVHHFTUTBHSPXJOHGSFRVFODZ 
prominent Washingof ACORN, which dissolved its national
ton lobbyist, Richard
JOUFOTJUZ BOEOBUJPOBMJ[BUJPOPGBOUJXPSLFS
structure in 2010 in
Berman, has run fullcampaigns. In addition to attacks by the corporate
response to this onpage ads attacking the
TFDUPS TPNFXPSLFSPSHBOJ[JOHFòPSUTBSFVOEFS
slaught, could be seen
Restaurant Opportuas a sort of cautionnities Center, accusDPOTUBOUBTTBVMUGSPNOBUJWJTUBOUJJNNJHSBOU
ary tale for immigrant
ing it of intimidating
HSPVQT0UIFSWFDUPSTPGBUUBDLIBWFDPNFGSPN
and low-wage worker
opponents,” according to the piece. “He
DVMUVSBMDPOTFSWBUJWFTTVDIBTUIF"NFSJDBO-JGF
avoid the same fate,
has even set up a sepLeague, which has used smear tactics to pressure
they will need to recarate website, ROCexognize and strategiposed.com, to attack
GBJUIDPNNVOJUJFTBOEDPOHSFHBUJPOT
cally respond to this
the group.”32 Restaurant owners have also
national threat.
suits
against
ROC,
aiming
to
force
ROC
Watch
reported
that
nearly
60
Chambers
CHAMBER OF SECRETS
The U.S. Chamber of Commerce’s stated have done so since 2009. Though it does
mission is “representing the interests of not disclose its donors, OpenSecrets has court instead of organizing.
In one 2005 case involving ROC’s New
more than 3 million businesses of all siz- been able to track major donations to
es, sectors, and regions,” but watchdog the U.S. Chamber from industry groups York chapter, reports the National Emgroups say the U.S. Chamber represents such as the American Petroleum Insti- ployment Law Project (NELP), “Three
the interests of a select few big industry tute, the Associated General Contractors
tional
Labor
Relations
Board
claiming
of
America,
and
the
Freedom
Partners
groups that want to crush worker organizing.28 In some states, where the local Chamber of Commerce, itself a hard- that ROC-NY’s activities made it a labor
30
organization subject to the National LaChamber of Commerce and local busi- line, right-wing business association.
These
and
other
industry
groups
are
bor Relations Act. If ROC-NY were subness leaders tend to operate from the
funding
a
broader,
coordinated
push
to
ject to the Act, it would also be subject
same playbook as the U.S. Chamber, anpreserve
the
low
wages
and
exploitative
to a series of requirements … and poti-worker campaigns tend to proliferate.
working
conditions
that
now
charactertentially jeopardize its tax exempt staThe California Chamber of Commerce,
ize
many
industries.
Their
targets
intus. The restaurants said that ROC-NY’s
for example, has been actively lobbyclude
groups
such
as
ROC
United,
which
ing to prevent the state legislature from
is
a
national
network
of
worker
centers
ments
that
provided
for
improvements
passing a bill that would help to prevent
wage theft. Watchdog groups such as that is challenging the American model in working conditions…, such as promoChamberWatch have had some suc- of low-wage service sector employment. tion policies or language access policies,
ROC United “really carefully looked made ROC a labor union.”33 Such lawcess in persuading smaller Chambers of
Commerce and even a few big corpora- at the restaurant industry and thought suits are another attempt to shut down
tions to leave and/or denounce the U.S. about what it would take to improve new worker formations by calling them
Chamber for its history of opposition to wages and working conditions and stan- unions and seeking to restrict their acany regulation of corporate behavior, in- dards,” said Janice Fine, a scholar of tivities accordingly.
cluding environmental and safety regu- labor studies and worker centers at Rutgers University. “They are doing a num- Fine said.34 And, indeed, the workers’
lations.29
31
groups are winning in court. The NaBut identifying who is—and isn’t— ber of interesting innovative things.”
These
include
surveys
of
restaurant
tional Guestworkers Alliance, a network
part of the U.S. Chamber can be a chalthat advocates for guestworkers who are
lenge. Unlike many local Chambers of
working
conditions
actually
are;
a
code
brought in from other countries to work
Commerce, the U.S. Chamber keeps its
of
conduct
that
employers
can
adopt
to
member and donor lists secret. Despite
its claim to represent three million busi- take the “high road” and treat workers $200,000 in back wages and damages
better; picketing bad-actor employers; for a group of McDonald’s employees
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who had been forced to live in a manager’s basement and were paid sub-minimum wages and denied overtime. ROC
United, according to an issue brief from
the United Workers Congress, also has
victories on behalf of workers: “The Restaurant Opportunities Center has won
18 campaigns against exploitation in
tions that resulted in higher wages and
as $9 million in recouped wages.”35

-

corporations such as Walmart or Darden
Restaurants (which owns the Red Lobster
and Olive Garden chains), Fine said, the
undeniable power of workers winning
back their rightfully earned wages is
pulling public opinion over to the workers’ side. “Before, they might have been
irritants, but not enough to raise the ire
of big, corporate dark-money groups
like the National Restaurant Association
and the U.S. Chamber of Commerce.”36
Another approach that worker organizers have taken, following the U.S. Supreme Court’s 2002
decision—which stripped undocumented
immigrants of the right to win any back
pay that is withheld during a unionization campaign—is to seek relief from
workplace abuses under international
human rights law. The
decision
has had real consequences for workers trying to organize themselves into
unions to combat wage theft and other
abuses. “Workers have abandoned trade
union organizing campaigns because of
the fear instilled by the
decision,” wrote Human Rights Watch in a
2005 report on human rights violations
in the meat-processing industry.37
In addition to the attacks from the corporate sector, some worker organizing
from nativist anti-immigrant groups.
These include groups like FAIR, JudicialWatch, and NumbersUSA. Other vectors of attack have come from cultural
conservatives such as the American Life
League, which has used smear tactics to
pressure faith communities and congregations into withdrawing their support
for the Interfaith Worker Justice coalition of worker centers.
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A GATHERING STORM

If halting low-wage and immigrant
then it appears corporations and industry groups are testing out a variety of
strategic models for achieving this goal.
Previous attacks have generally tarorganizing campaigns through legal
strategies or PR campaigns. The pattern
of recent attacks against new worker
organizations suggests not only a growing frequency and intensity but also a
kind of nationalization of the attacks.
briefs, and state legislative interventions
draw on a broad range of right-wing
infrastructure and tactics. (See related
timeline at PRA’s website.)
One example is the U.S. Chamber of
Commerce’s recent series of reports purporting to “expose” worker centers as bewage workers.
So far, it appears that the organized
opposition to the resurgence in lowwage and immigrant worker organizing
has not landed on the kind of PR, legal,
and policy package (e.g. “right-to-work,”
“paycheck protection,” anti-public employee collective bargaining) that has
proven devastating to unions and other
anti-poverty groups such as ACORN. But
the Chamber, NRA, and others are moving aggressively to box in and take down
any challengers to their corporate dominance.
that former campaign managers for Mitt
Romney and other GOP candidates are
willing to act as PR attack dogs to spread
rumors that worker centers are corrupt,
or “commies,” or fronts for unions.
has been good business for out-of-work
GOP operatives,” writes Lee Fang in a recent article in the Nation.38
And so the battle is joined. The U.S.
Chamber of Commerce’s Workforce
byists who, along with consultants like
Kefauver, visit local and state-based industry associations, presenting worker
centers as a threat to business. Meanwhile, members of Congress use their
subpoena power on Capitol Hill to advance the anti-worker organizing cause.

In September 2013, Reps. Phil Roe and
John Kline, two Republican House committee and subcommittee chairs, convened a hearing of the House Subcommittee on Health, Employment, Labor
and Pensions titled “The Future of Union
Organizing,” which featured speakers
from lobbying groups claiming to represent small business owners, as well
as anti-union lawyers. Speakers called
on Congress to subject worker centers to
same restrictions as unions.
Earlier in the summer, Roe and Kline
had also penned a letter to Labor Secretary Tom Perez, requesting that he
as labor organizations under the Labor
Management Reporting and Disclosure
Act (LMRDA). Perez refused; but had he
it could have resulted in worker-organizing groups losing the right to picket badactor employers, loss of their tax exempt
status, and other restrictions.
And should additional industry
groups and big companies decide to join
the U.S. Chamber’s campaign to squash
worker organizing, recent events have
in high places. At that April 16 U.S.
Workforce Freedom Initiative, the chief
for anti-immigrant groups, took the microphone during the Q&A period. He
asked a question that low-wage worker
organizations and the foundations that
fund them might view as a chilling signal that the recent wave of attacks may
slaught. “Is there something on Capitol
Hill,” the Congressional aide asked the
panel of industry lobbyists and lawyers,
39

Mariya Strauss is a Maryland-based writer who researches economic justice issues
for Political Research Associates. Her investigative journalism and commentary
pieces have been published in The Nation
and at the GlobalComment blog, among
others. You can follow Mariya on Twitter
at @mariyastrauss.
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Rumblings
of
Theocratic
Violence
4PNF$ISJTUJBO3JHIUBDUJWJTUT 
JODMVEJOHBIJHIMFWFM(01
PQFSBUJWF IBWFMPTUIPQFUIBUB
$ISJTUJBOOBUJPODBOCFBDIJFWFE
in the United States through the
GPSNBMQPMJUJDBMQSPDFTT5IFZBSF
DBMMJOHGPSNBSUZSTBOEUIJOLJOH
about religious war.

“I
As its long-held dream of a national “return to Christ” seems to fade, the Christian Right is
considering violent and secessionist alternatives. Photo courtesy of Joel Kramer.
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f the American experiment with freedom is
to end after 237 years,”
wrote Republican campaign strategist David
Lane in an essay published on a popular conservative website
in 2013, “let each of us commit to brawl
all the way to the end.” Quoting Winston Churchill from the darkest days of
the German bombing of Britain during
World War II, Lane added that “upon this
battle depends the survival of Christian
civilization.”1
Such rhetoric is so common on the
farther reaches of the Right that it can
be easy to dismiss. But something has
changed in recent years. Such disturbing
claims are appearing more frequently,
more prominently, and in ways that suggest that they are expressions of deeply
held beliefs more than provocative political hyperbole.2 What’s more, there
are powerful indications in the writings
of some Christian Right leaders that elements of their movement have lost con-
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the United States as the once and future
Christian nation—and that they are desperately seeking alternatives.
The 59-year-old Lane, who generally
the trend. Lane has been a key strategist
in the conservative movement and a behind-the-scenes power broker and adviser to GOP presidential candidates for two
decades.3 His main vehicle has been “Pasvative Christian clergy and their spouses
are provided expenses-paid trips to (usually) closed-door, invitation-only conferences. Speakers at these events included
well as Christian Right ideologues such
as David Barton and experts in the mechanics of church-based electoral mobilization. During the 2010 midterm elections, such events were held in six states
(Nevada, New Hampshire, Ohio, South
Carolina, Tennessee, and Iowa). The elections swept unprecedented numbers of
Christian conservatives into state legislatures and the Congress, largely under the
rubric of the Tea Party, helping catalyze
marriage equality justices of the Iowa Supreme Court.4
The Iowa Renewal Project, which hostseveral state-level units of the American
Renewal Project—which is, in turn, a
political development and mobilization
project of the Mississippi-based American Family Association. Its most promiand the abrasive radio host Bryan Fischer. Lane told the Dallas Morning News that
the goal of the event, which featured Republican National Committee Chairman
Reince Priebus and U.S. Sens. Rand Paul
(R-KY) and Ted Cruz (R-TX),5 was the same
as the others: “the mobilization of pastors and pews to restore America to our
Judeo-Christian heritage and re-establish
a Christian culture.” Lane said: “We’ve
been in 15 states now, largely under the
radar, and we’ve had 10,000 pastors plus
spouses that we’ve put up overnight and
fed three meals. The purpose is to get the
pastors—the shepherds in America—to
engage the culture through better registration and get out the vote.”6
In one sense, little has changed since
SUMMER 2014

tian Right were developed in the latter
part of the twentieth century. But the
ers like Jerry Falwell, James Dobson, Pat

But for all the energy he invests in
traditional electoral work, Lane clearly
is not convinced that his shining vision
of America is likely—or even possible.

their national organizations—is long
gone. Their legacy is a generation of
hands-on political operatives who now
sustain a more decentralized Christian
er” of the Christian Right. Instead, a constellation of smaller, electorally focused
organizations has emerged, and others
have evolved.
Lane’s method turns on the role of clergy in inspiring, sustaining, and expanding the electoral capacity of Christian
conservatives. By Lane’s analysis, about
half of eligible evangelical voters are either not registered or do not vote—and he
believes pastors are the key to changing
this, and thereby to sustaining the Christian Right’s strategic capacity for skillful
voter mobilization, and exercising outen route to dominant political power and governmental
authority.7 As such, Lane epitomizes the
long-haul political vision of the Christian
Right. He has promoted Mike Huckabee
at similar events since his runs for state-

American experiment with freedom”
possibly ending. The piece, “Wage War
to Restore a Christian Nation,” was published on World Net Daily (WND), a leadther secular and religious Right. WND
quickly removed the essay in June 2013
after bloggers called attention to it,12
but Lane soon demonstrated that it was
not an aberration. He told conservative
Iowa radio talk show host Steve Deace
the following month that “car bombs in
Los Angeles, Washington, D.C. and Des
Moines, Iowa” would be merciful punishment from God for legalized abortion
and for “homosexuals praying at the Inauguration [of President Obama’s second
term].” Without such divine mercy, Lane
suggested, America might “get judgment
like Nazi Germany.”13

and as a presidential candidate in 2008.8
Lane also masterminded the 2011 prayer
rally that drew 30,000 people to launch
Texas Gov. Rick Perry’s short-lived 2012
campaign for president.
Like many other evangelicals, espematic movement known as the New Apostolic Reformation,9 Lane is counting on
a revival—another Great Awakening—to
sweep Christians of the right sort into positions of power. This would result in the
kind of Christian nation that he and his
close ally, the historical revisionist (and
accused fabulist) David Barton—whose

confrontations lie ahead. Indeed, Lane
opened his WND essay with a quote from
a leading thinker who does not believe
that the United States can be salvaged via
conventional politics: the theologian Peter Leithart, 55, a Christian Reconstructionist (hardline theocrat) who makes
even David Barton seem meek and mild
by comparison.14 “Throughout Scripture,” Leithart declared in a passage from
his 2012 book Between Babel and Beast,
“the only power that can overcome the
seemingly invincible omnipotence of a
Babel or a Beast is the power of martyrdom, the power of the witness to King Jesus to the point of loss and death.”15
“You ask,” Lane wrote in his WND essay, elaborating on Leithart’s theme,
store America to our Judeo-Christian heritage with all of our might and strength
that God will give us. You ask, ‘What is

among conservative evangelicals—believe was intended by the nation’s founders. Barton is well known, for example,
for his claim that the constitutional doctrine of separation of church and state is
a “myth,” as well as the variation that the
wall is “one directional,” that is, intended only to protect the church from the
state.10 A Bartonesque Christian nationalism is the vision that animates Lane’s
work across the election calendar.11

theocratic governance can succeed by using the tools of democracy epitomizes his
belief that martyrdom and elections are

of all intimidation and terror.”
Lane’s essay is a clarion call for a contemporary religious war against the supposedly pagan government of the United
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*O   JOøVFOUJBM (01 PQFSBUJWF %BWJE -BOF XSPUF BO
FTTBZ UJUMFE i8BHF 8BS UP 3FTUPSF B $ISJTUJBO /BUJPO w  B
DMBSJPO DBMM GPS B DPOUFNQPSBSZ SFMJHJPVT XBS BHBJOTU UIF
TVQQPTFEMZ QBHBO HPWFSONFOU PG UIF 6OJUFE 4UBUFT
Lane later told a radio host that car bombs in U.S. cities
XPVME CF iNFSDJGVM KVEHNFOUw  GSPN (PE GPS UIF OBUJPOT
UPMFSBODF PG MFHBMJ[FE BCPSUJPO BOE IPNPTFYVBMJUZ

Christian nationalism is so fundamentally at odds with the notion of fracturing
the nation due to a loss of hope and faith
in the role of the United States in God’s
plan.

WITNESS AGAINST AMERICA

The accelerating advance of LGBTQ
rights, especially marriage equality, has
Right’s revolutionary impulses. In the
wake of the Supreme Court’s striking
down part of the Defense of Marriage Act
in United States v. Windsor in 2013, Peter
journal First Things (founded by the late
neoconservative Catholic thinker Richard
John Neuhaus) to declare that the decision “presents American Christians with
a call to martyrdom.”17
Leithart is the former dean of graduate studies at New Saint Andrew’s College, whose founder and eminence grise
is Douglas Wilson. (Leithart remains an
adjunct fellow at the school, which is
based in the university town of Moscow,

Christian Right leaders have been particularly provoked by the Supreme Court’s 2013 ruling
on the Defense of Marriage Act. Photo courtesy of 4PVUIFSO3FGPSNBUJPO.

States. And his notion of war is not just
a metaphor for politics. He even called
for a contemporary “Gideon” and a “Rahab the Harlot” to rise to the occasion.
an Israelite army in an ethnic cleansing
of the Midianites, who were both oppressors and worshiped false gods. The story
of Rahab turns on how she sheltered two
Israelite spies in preparation for the sacking of the city of Jericho by Joshua’s army,
resulting in the massacre of everyone but
Rahab and her family. One does not invoke Gideon and Rahab in this way if one
is simply calling for religious revival, or
seeking to advance a legislative agenda.16
Coming from a top GOP operative, such
exhortations to religious war are extraordinary. Lane’s articulation demonstrates
an alarming degree of militancy at a high
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level of American politics. As such, it is
a bellwether of an ideological reorganization, or at least reconsideration, now taking place within the Christian Right. It
sounds like an expression of the cognitive
dissonance experienced by a man whose
job is to mobilize political constituencies
toward common goals—but who doubts
that the enterprise can succeed.
At least some of the historic culture
warriors of the Christian Right seem to
be considering an ostensibly unlikely coalition with the Neo-Confederate movement. The coalition would lead their
followers in religious and political directions in which violence is as likely as the
outcomes are uncertain. It is an unlikely
coalition, not necessarily because the
Christian Right and most Neo-Confeder-

own, founding a small school and related
think tank, Trinity House, in Birmingham, AL. It seeks to serve as a center for a
new Reformed Protestantism, called Federal Vision, whose leading lights include
Neo-Confederate authors Wilson and Steven Wilkins.18
Together, Wilson and Wilkins have
probably done more than anyone to construct the theology now animating much
of the Neo-Confederate movement.
Wilkins was one of the founders of the
League of the South, the leading organization of contemporary Neo-Confederatism.19 As scholars Edward Sebesta and
Euan Hague have written, the League
views the Civil War as a “theological war”
that continues in contemporary America. The heart of their argument is that the
old Confederacy was an orthodox Christhe heretical and tyrannical Union states.
Sebesta and Hague also report that that
New York Times best-selling author Thomas E. Woods, a traditionalist Catholic and
a founder of the League, has argued that
“struggles against liberalism, big government and the New World Order comprise
‘Christendom’s Last Stand.’”20
Wilson and Wilkins are notorious for
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a booklet they published that claimed
that slavery was not so bad. Nick Gier, a
professor emeritus of philosophy at the
University of Idaho, observes that they
made a number of historically inaccunotably that, “By the time of the [Civil]
War, the leadership of the South was
conservative, orthodox, and Christian,”
and that the leadership of the North had
become “radical and Unitarian.” While
the Confederates were righteous, “the
abolitionists in the North were ‘wicked’
and were ‘driven by a zealous hatred for
the Word of God.’”21
In his First Things piece, Leithart avoids
calling too directly for Christians to risk

5IF BDDFMFSBUJOH BEWBODF PG -(#52 SJHIUT  FTQFDJBMMZ
NBSSJBHFFRVBMJUZ IBTCFDPNFBøBTIQPJOUGPSUIF$ISJTUJBO
3JHIUT SFWPMVUJPOBSZ JNQVMTFT i5IF POMZ "NFSJDB UIBU
BDUVBMMZFYJTUT w$ISJTUJBOUIFPDSBU1FUFS-FJUIBSUIBTXSJUUFO 
iJT POF JO XIJDI ANBSSJBHF JODMVEFT TBNFTFY DPVQMFT BOE
XPNFOIBWFB$POTUJUVUJPOBMSJHIUUPLJMMUIFJSCBCJFT5PCF
GBJUIGVM $ISJTUJBOXJUOFTTNVTUCFXJUOFTTagainst"NFSJDBw

over David Lane’s essay). But his call to
martyrdom is clear enough. “In Greek,
martyria
witness in a court,” he wrote. “At the very
least, the decision challenges American
Christians to continue to teach Christian sexual ethics without compromise
or apology. But Windsor presents a call
There will be a cost for speaking the
truth, a cost in reputation, opportunity,
and funds if not in freedoms. [Supreme
Court Justice Antonin] Scalia’s reference
[in Windsor] to the pagan Roman claim
that Christians are ‘enemies of mankind’
was probably not fortuitous.”
“The only America that actually exists,” he continued, “is one in which
‘marriage’ includes same-sex couples and
women have a Constitutional right to kill
their babies. To be faithful, Christian witness must be witness against America.”22
“If America is to be put in its place—
put right,” he concluded (in David Lane’s
hair-raising invocation of a passage from
Leithart’s book Between Babel and Beast),
“Christians must risk martyrdom and
force Babel to the crux where it has to
decide either to acknowledge Jesus as imperator and the church as God’s imperium
or to begin drinking holy blood.”23
In Between Babel and Beast, Leithart
declared that Christians must respond to
the heresy of “Americanism,” by which
anity itself. He called for repenting of
Americanism and beginning to cultivate
“believers who are martyrs in the original
sense of ‘witness’ and in the later sense
of men and women ready to follow the
SUMMER 2014

Leithart has called for Christians to “risk martyrdom and force Babel” to either
acknowledge Jesus or “begin drinking holy blood.” Photo courtesy of Zac Calvert.

Lamb all the way to an imperial cross.”24

single issues than with the long-term advance of Christendom. This is consistent
with the revolutionary visions of an in-

kind of Catholicism expressed by George
Weigel—a U.S. Catholic culture warrior,
neoconservative, signer of the Manhattan
Declaration, and fellow First Things blogger. Leithart also proposes the related
notion of a “Reformational Catholicism,”
which foresees a Rome-based Christian
unity.25 He envisions this mutual accommodation as a kind of Christian maturity
necessary for Christendom not only to
survive but to prevail.
Leithart’s make-or-break vision would
either end what he describes as antiChristian tyranny or, failing that, build a
new Christian nation—or nations. He is
less concerned with the ups and downs of

McCloskey, who believes that regional
American strongholds of conservative
Christianity may be necessary in light of
the culture of religious pluralism and the
constitutional doctrine of separation of
church and state.

posed “the end of Protestantism” in a way

ENDING THE TYRANNICAL REGIME

McCloskey, a 61-year-old priest in the
conservative order Opus Dei, is best
known for his role in the religious conversions of Gov. Sam Brownback (R-KS),
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas,
ential conservatives, including Newt Gingrich, Robert Bork, economist Lawrence
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the late journalist Robert Novak.
McCloskey told columnist Terry Mattingly in July 2013 that “the United States
is no longer a Christian country.” Because
this is so, he explained, traditionalists
will need to cluster in states that are more
congenial to their views on such matters
as abortion, marriage, parents rights,
and homeschooling. “No one in this
faith in any meaningful
way,” McCloskey said.
“Those days are ending, especially in certain states . . . Among
Catholics, we may soon

against what he considers “unjust laws”
that protect abortion rights and access.
He points to Kansas Gov. Sam Brownback,31 who in 2013 signed legislation
tion as part of a bill that severely restricts,
but doesn’t ban, abortion.32 Brownback

who had also authored a manifesto in
which he called for Christian militias to
rise up against the federal government.36
North argued that the assassination was
premature and that the foundation for
theocratic Christian revolution had not
been properly laid. Nevertheless, North
felt that something serious was already

300 years,” he wrote in 1987, “a growing number of Christians are starting
to view themselves as
an army on the move.
This army will grow.”
$FOUVSJFTPGQPMJUJDBMBOENJMJUBSZDPOøJDU
He concluded: “We are

CFUXFFO$ISJTUJBOGBDUJPOTBSFCFJOHTFUBTJEF
JOGBWPSPGTUSBUFHJDBMMJBODFTUIBUUBSHFUUIF
DVMUVSFBOEDPOTUJUVUJPOBMTUSVDUVSFPGSFMJHJPVT
QMVSBMJTNBOEUIFTVQQPTFEMZiUZSBOOJDBMw
GFEFSBMHPWFSONFOU*UNBZCFNPSFBNBUUFSPG
IPX SBUIFSUIBOXIFO UIFDPOWFSTBUJPOBCPVU
TFDFTTJPOVOGPMET

Americans more than
they are Catholics.”26
McCloskey predicted
in 2001, and again in
2012, that conservative Catholics and evangelicals would need to
band together in a civil
war of secession. The
“secession of the ‘Culture of Life’ states,” he predicted, would
emphasize “the fundamental issues of
the sanctity of marriage, the rights of
parents, and the sacredness of human
life,” and that the secession would precipitate “a short and bloody civil war” that
would break the country into what he
calls “the Regional States of America.”27
He repeated this general view in an essay
in January 2014, in which he discussed
separating from the “tyrannical regime”
in Washington, D.C.28 McCloskey, a fellow at the Washington, D.C.-based Faith
and Reason Institute, has not said how
he thinks this might happen, but he has
said that the civil war may be all over by
2030. (Unsurprisingly, McCloskey has
favorably reviewed one of the books of
the prominent Catholic Neo-Confederate
Thomas E. Woods.29)
McCloskey, like the rest of the Republican-oriented Christian Right, believes
that the current electoral strategy of
seeking political control of the Red states

abortions without having to overturn
Roe. But he avers that while people from
those states who seek abortions “retain
the option of traveling to the nearest blue
state,” there is “much hope in this area
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for at least regional decreases in abortions.”30

of resistance to what is viewed as federal
intrusions on state sovereignty regarding, among other things, gun control.33
“The red state/blue state dichotomy
could—perhaps sooner than we might
think—result in states opting to pull out
of the union,” McCloskey wrote in January 2014. He wondered about what secession might mean for a superpower
such as the United States, and about how
the armed forces might react.“[B]ut ultimately,” he concluded, “the protection
of innocent life trumps any tyrannical
regime.”34 McCloskey has said he hopes
that it will not come to the violence he has
predicted, but for more than a decade he
he calls “the atheistic American Herods”
is probably inevitable.35
This kind of thinking is not new within the farther reaches of the religious
and political Right. The Christian Right
for example, wrote about the long-term
revolutionary implications of what he
and others were doing. North objected to
the 1994 assassination of a Florida abortion provider and his escort by a fellow
Christian Reconstructionist, Paul Hill,

37

It is not clear that
the Christian Right is
any more ready to revolt now than it was
in 1994—a period
that was marked by a
wave of arsons, bombings, and assassinations against abortion
providers, as well as
the rise of the militia
movement. (Post 9/11, these violent
movements were largely neutralized
by federal law enforcement.) But as the
2009 Manhattan Declaration and other
compacts created between Christian conservatives in recent decades have shown,
the religious wars that have pitted Christian factions against one another for
millennia, politically and militarily, are
being resolved in favor of strategic alliances against the culture and constitutional structure of religious pluralism,
and against the allegedly “tyrannical”
federal government.38 Thus the Catholic/
evangelical conversation may be taking a
surprising turn.
It may be more a matter of how, rather
than when, the conversation about secession unfolds. Some see restoring the
Christian nation (which arguably never
was) as a hopeless cause. Others hope
that a revival-powered wave of Christian
nationalism will propel a profound cultural and political transformation. But
if such a transformed America is not to
be, a coalition with the avatars of Confederate revivalism will become more
appealing, and will be well-aligned with
McCloskey’s vision of the secession of
conservative states.
SUMMER 2014

THEOLOGY OF NEO-CONFEDERATISM

Those who have long lived at the intersections of the Christian Right and the Neoin common with the culture warring,
secessionist, violent visionary sensibilities of Lane and McCloskey, if variations
on the theology of Neo-Confederatism
gain further traction. Pastor David Whitney, 56, who leads the small Cornerstone
Evangelical Free Church in Pasadena, MD
(near Washington, D.C.), may epitomize
the trend.
Though not widely known, Whitney is
He is chaplain of the Maryland chapter
of the League of the South and is a signatory of the “Covenant” of the six-yearold Southern National Congress, which
openly seeks an “independent republic.”39 He travels the country as the senior
instructor at the Institute on the Constitations of U.S. history, and he is a perenrun on the Republican and Constitution
Party tickets. In 2014 he ran in a Democratic primary for county council.
Like Lane and McCloskey, Whitney
is revealing himself to be increasingly
revolutionary.40 He declared on Independence Day 2010, for example, that if government does not conform to God’s law,
“the people have a right to secede” from
the “wicked regime in Washington, D.C.”
and its “despicable and evil tyranny.” He
believes that we therefore may eventually
which our forebears reached on that hot
July day in Philadelphia.”41
Whitney has become only more overtly
militant since then. In February 2011, he
threatened secession in testimony before
the Judicial Proceedings Committee of
the Maryland State Senate. For example,
he claimed that passage of marriageequality legislation would delegitimize
the state government, such that state
laws should not be obeyed; that the state
courts and executive branch have no authority; that taxes should not be paid;
and that “we should from this point forward consider it as our Founders considered King George III.” If the legislation
passed, he said, “multitudes” would want
to secede from the state.42 While there is
no obvious secessionist uprising seeking
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to fracture Maryland in the wake of the
passage of marriage-equality legislation,
that issue is hardly Whitney’s only concern—and his seething sensibility has
taken a turn to vigilantism.
the murder of abortion providers. In discussing a Christian’s duty to defend life,
he said that this included the prevention of “the murder of the unborn” and
that “we need to understand that there is
micide.”43 This places him in a distinct

are seeking to do unto us,” he told his
congregation. “There are those, including those in the White House, through
their death panels, who intend to kill us.
May God do to them what they intend to
do to us.”

SUCH WORDS AS THESE

It could be argued that the so-called culture wars have been long on metaphor
and relatively short on violence. That
would be fair, even when we consider the
violence directed against LGBTQ people
and the four decades of arsons, bombgoes back at least to Paul Hill and was ings, and assassinations directed at abortion providers since Roe. But the protagothe Florida courts. Hill had advocated the nists of the story of the various elements
of the Christian Right see themselves as
than a year before he decided to take action himself.44
visionaries of perpetual social progress.
A May 2013 sermon helps to establish There are also clear tensions between
the context for Whitney’s notions of ex- those who can live with the social changtrajudicial killings. “When you talk to es taking place in the country, those who
people about God’s law being restored can’t, and those who do not see the battle
in America,” he declared, “they say, as one of single issues, but one of the sur‘Awww, you’re some ayatollah. Awww, vival of Christendom—and whether or
you want a theocracy.’” He explained
that, “Well yes, I want obedience to God’s
Taken singly, the views of any of the
law because that is where liberty comes Christian Right leaders described here
from. Liberty comes from God’s law. Tyr- would not necessarily signal a trend.
anny comes when God’s law is rejected But taken together, the commonalities
by a society as it has been rejected in our
day.” He went on to say that any law that
“contradicts God’s law ... is not law at overlapping factions of a dynamic moveall.”45
Consistent with his deeply theocratic and secession—and the possibility of viobent, Whitney wrote in February 2014 lence and revolution.
that we should “restrict citizenship” to
One does not have to believe that secesChristians of the right sort: Christians sion or revolution of any kind would be
who—whether voting or serving as ju- successful, or that widespread violence
- is likely anytime soon, to recognize that
tia”—operate according to “God’s Law.”46 the political tensions preceding any maIn October 2013, he preached that “God’s
word is wise in how to structure a human wards secession by any state, would likely
civil government. Because if a human beget violence of many kinds. Which is
civil government allows a tyrant to con- why ignoring Lane, Leithart, McCloskey,
trol an army, you are going to lose your Whitney, and their like—or assuming
freedom. It’s only when you, the people, that they are anything less than deadly
are armed in a militia structure that you serious—could be an error of historic sigcan prevent that kind of tyranny from
overwhelming the country.”47
In a sermon in March 2014, Whitney Frederick Clarkson, a senior fellow at Politicalled for imprecatory prayer against the cal Research Associates, is co-founder of the
group blog Talk To Action (www.talk2acPresident Obama), apparently because of tion.org) and the author of Eternal Hostility: The Struggle Between Theocracy
enemies that we could pray against them and Democracy (Common Courage Press,
that God would do unto them what they 1997).
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Reproductive Justice for All: An Interview with Lynn Paltrow
Discussions of reproductive rights too often focus exclusively on access to abortion and contraception. But across the country, prosecutors and antichoice activists are seeking to criminalize not only abortion but also, in certain cases, the decision to go to term. A study in the
Journal of Health Politics, Policy, and the Law by Lynn Paltrow and Jeanne Flavin documents
hundreds of such cases. More recently, in late April, the Republican governor of Tennessee
signed into law a bill that enables prosecutors to charge pregnant women with the crime of
fetal assault. Women who use illegal opiates are particular targets of this law. Meanwhile, the
Alabama Supreme Court has used cases involving the arrests of drug using women to write
opinions that not only make it a crime to for women to use any controlled substance (including
those prescribed by their doctors) but also to set out the biblical law that requires overturning
Roe v. Wade and treating those who have abortions as murderers. National Advocates for Pregeducation initiatives, and support for grassroots organizing. It focuses on all pregnant women—whether they go to term or choose
to have an abortion—and works at the intersection of women’s rights and drug policy, seeking to ensure that addiction is treated
as a health issue rather than a crime. NAPW’s founder and executive director, Lynn Paltrow, emphasizes the organization’s holistic
vision of reproductive justice, since people cannot access reproductive health care—or defend their rights—if they are not assured
of racial, economic, and social justice. Paltrow is a graduate of New York University School of Law. She founded NAPW in 2001.

How did you begin working on behalf of pregnant and parenting
women?

What’s the relationship between the “war on women” and the
“war on drugs?”

As an attorney, I started out defending the right to choose abortion, but I also took on cases where anti-abortion arguments
were being used to hurt women who didn’t want to end their
pregnancies. Those cases included Angela Carder, a woman
who at 25 weeks of pregnancy was forced to have caesarean surgery, even though the judge understood it could kill her. The
judge believed he had an obligation to give the fetus a chance
for life. The fetus was born alive but died within three hours,
and Angela Carder died two days later, with caesarean surgery
listed as a contributing factor. For me, it was a real education in

If you prohibit alcohol, you turn law-abiding citizens who drink
alcohol into criminals. When abortion was criminalized and
there was “prohibition” of abortion, between 200,000 and 1.2
million women still had abortions. If Roe is overturned, it will
transform law-abiding mothers (61 percent of women who have
abortions are already mothers) into criminals. They will do
what they have always done, which is to take responsibility and
care of their reproductive lives. People have always taken drugs
to address pain, to relax, to change their consciousness. Drug
prohibition has not stopped people from using drugs, but it has
provided the government with the power to apply those laws selectively, in particular to communities of color.

for the fetus) and pro-lives in the plural (recognizing the value of
the pregnant woman’s life as well).

So what led you to found a new organization? What makes
While I was allowed to work on these cases, the organizations
I worked for were interested in them for the implications they
might have for abortion, and were not really interested in, or
supportive of, addressing equally salient issues like drug policy
and racism. Especially in the 1990s, the targets of arrests were
almost always African-American women.
Working in leading prochoice organizations, I also observed
a lack of connection to women of color leaders and that there
was really no connection between litigation and organizing. At
NAPW, we focus particularly on the women most vulnerable to
state control and punishment—low-income women, women of
color, and drug-using women—and we seek to defend the status
of all women as full members of the constitutional community.
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If your intent is to establish precedent so that you can ultimately overturn Roe, then you start with some of the “least
popular” women, including drug-using pregnant women. For
example, in South Carolina, they charge Cornelia Whitner with
“child endangerment” for giving birth to a healthy baby who
tested positive for cocaine. The court interprets the law to punish this woman who went to term and gave birth to a healthy
baby to be sentenced to prison for eight years. That precedent
is then used to punish women who become pregnant and use
marijuana; then women who become pregnant and use alcohol; then women who become pregnant and attempt suicide
and experience miscarriages or stillbirths. And then it is used
to threaten pregnant women with arrest if they do not follow
their doctor’s advice to have cesarean surgery.
This has been a way of expanding the war on drugs to pregnant women’s wombs. It has also been a way of setting prece-
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dent for depriving pregnant women of their human rights and
civil liberties, and for eventually overturning Roe v. Wade.

What are the implications of mass incarceration and the prisonindustrial complex for reproductive justice activists?
It is impossible to understand what is going on with reproductive rights outside the context of mass incarceration.
Both right-to-life and prochoice people—from Father Pavone
and Priests for Life to fundraising letters from NARAL—refer to
what will happen if Roe is overturned. The pro-criminalization
movement claims only doctors will be arrested, not pregnant
women. And then our side says you have to defend Roe, because
we’re going to go back to the days of back-alley abortions. That’s
not untrue, but in 1973, we did not have a system of mass incarceration, and women pretty much weren’t arrested for anything. Before 1973, the total number of people incarcerated in
this country was 300,000. Now we have 2 million, and 200,000
of them are women. A million women are under probation and
parole, and percentage-wise, they are the fastest growing group
of people being incarcerated.
As Michelle Alexander, author of The New Jim Crow, writes,
you come out of prison relegated to a permanent underclass.
You lose your right to vote, to access public housing, and to get
any kind of a job. And if the government can empower prosecutors, police, and all kinds of state authorities to treat fertilized
eggs, embryos, and fetuses as if they’re separate, it empowers
the state to establish a permanent underclass of women who become pregnant or could become pregnant. It is fundamentally
impossible to add fertilized eggs, embryos, and fetuses to the
Constitution without subtracting pregnant women.

PRA’s research often focuses on the organized opposition. In addition to judges and state legislators, who are some of the key
players using fetal personhood laws to criminalize pregnant
women? And what are their strategies?
it did not seem like a coherent strategy. But these things have
to connect because, ultimately, they have the same goal—to
control certain populations. According to MSNBC’s coverage
of a protest by Abolish Human Abortion, outside of a Norman,
Oklahoma High School, its co-founder, Toby Harmon, said
about women who have abortions, “Their [fetus’s] death should
be treated like the death of other people. We want the laws of
murder to apply to all people.” And increasingly, women who
have abortions are described as exactly the same as murderers
who should be punished as such.
Personhood USA claims that extending separate constitutional status to eggs, embryos, and fetuses is just a continuation
of the great U.S. tradition of expanding the community of conConstitution to include former African American slaves did not
deprive former slaveholders or White people of their life, liberty, or bodily integrity. Adding women to the Constitution didn’t
take away from men their right to bodily integrity or medical
decision-making or privacy. But there is no way to treat fertilized eggs, embryos, or fetuses as entirely separate without doing something we’ve never done explicitly in the United States,
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which is to subtract people from the protection of the U.S. Constitution. In fact, Personhood USA is increasingly admitting
that, as a result of their point of view, women should go to jail.

Defending drug-using pregnant women can often be an uphill
battle in the face of junk science, stigma, and stereotypes. How
does NAPW push back?
We believe that it is all of us or none of us. When any one group
is oppressed, we are all potentially oppressed. We have to advocate for drug-using women because they are human beings,
and they are people who love their children as much as other
parents. At the same time, it is clear that if one group of people
loses their rights, many of us are also at risk of losing our rights.
Part of dehumanizing people is believing that decisions about
them do not need to be based on facts or science. While it’s an
ing medical groups as friends of the court in amicus briefs. The
ing the #ScienceNotStigma hashtag so that every time media
misrepresent information about pregnant women and neonatal abstinence syndrome (NAS), there is a response with links
retractions.

There seems to be growing social and legal acceptance of mainstream lesbian and gay identities, while we lose ground on abortion access and reproductive justice. Why? And what lessons can
ments. The LGBTQ movement includes men—White men—and
I think it makes it possible for someone like Supreme Court Justice [Anthony] Kennedy to identify with, and see the humanity
of, gay people. Justice Kennedy can use terms like dignity and
talk about all the respect that gay people are entitled to. But
when you look at his decisions on abortion, the only form of life
he acknowledges as deserving of dignity is unborn life.
What the gay rights movement does, in part, is to insist on the
humanity of LGBTQ people and their right to love and respect.
What the prochoice movement has done is defend abortion, not
the humanity of the women who sometimes have abortions.
Once we understand that that’s the issue—that this is what the
mately win.

You recently gave the keynote address at the Take Root: Red
State Perspectives on Reproductive Justice conference in Oklahoma. Why the focus on “Red” states?
In every one of those states, there are potential progressive and
reproductive justice advocates. There is a pervasive attitude that
states there are fabulous activists who need to feel that they can
stay where they are to bring about justice. They have to be able
to stay connected to their families, and they don’t need to hear,
attending the fourth annual conference this past February, we
movement is being built.
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Constructing Campus Conflict:
Antisemitism and Islamophobia on U.S. College Campuses, 2007-2011
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From Torment to Tyranny

Enhanced Persecution in Uganda Following the Passage of the Anti-Homosexuality Act 2014
TFYVBMNJOPSJUJFTVHBOEB NBZ

cember 2013, persecutes those involved in “aggravated homosexuality,” “the promotion of homosexuality,”
renting of property to LBGTI people, and even the existence of HIV/AIDS organizations that treat LBGTI individuals.
In May, Sexual Minorities Uganda (SMUG) released an alarming report that documents how the AHA has exacerbated what was already a dangerous climate for lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and intersex (LBGTI)
people in Uganda. The legislation has led to job losses, eviction from (and the burning of) homes, suicide,
blackmail, death threats, family abandonment, physical attacks, torture, and other forms of harassment,
four months of 2014 alone. Of those, 30 percent involved violence (kidnap, torture, physical threats), and at
least 41 percent involved intimidation tactics, most often on the part of the police.

The report recommends fostering dialogue between African LBGTI activists and Parliament and cabinet ministers; increasing legal
housing support and visas for those seeking asylum; and supporting partnerships with non-LBGTI entities. (PRA’s recently published
guidebook, American Culture Warriors in Africa, exposes some of the U.S. actors responsible for promoting persecution overseas, and
it aims to equip U.S. audiences to take responsible action.)

ITUC Global Rights Index

The World’s Worst Countries for Workers

JOUFSOBUJPOBMUSBEFVOJPODPOGFEFSBUJPO NBZ

Workers around the world continue to face systematic violations of their rights, as the ITUC’s recently released Global Rights Index documents. The report ranks 139 countries on a scale of 1 to 5 and presents a
bleak picture for far too many workers, who are often dismissed without notice from jobs, paid less than
the living wage, and exposed to harmful and unsanitary conditions. (A 5 is the worst for countries with a
down.)
Cambodia is an example of a country with a rating of 5. Its labor law “fails to cover many civil servants, there
are undue restrictions on the right to elect union representatives, and in 2013 the government responded
with lethal force to demonstrators seeking a decent wage and working conditions.” Beyond Cambodia, governments in 35 countries have arrested or imprisoned workers over the past year in an attempt to intimidate
them from demanding decent wages and safer working conditions. In at least nine countries, there have
been reports of workers who have disappeared and/or been murdered.
Despite traditional discourses contrasting a “progressive” West with countries in the “underdeveloped” Global South, the report gave
the United States a ranking of 4 for widespread violations of worker rights. As Sharan Burrow, ITUC’s general secretary, put it, “Countries such as Denmark and Uruguay led the way through their strong labour laws, but perhaps surprisingly, the likes of Greece, the
United States, and Hong Kong lagged behind. A country’s level of development proved to be a poor indicator of whether it respected
basic rights to bargain collectively, strike for decent conditions, or simply join a union at all.”
PRA’s own research and writing on low-wage worker organizing echoes the ITUC’s sobering assessment of the state of workers’ rights
in the United States. (See “Dark Money, Dirty War” in this issue). Senate Republicans recently blocked a proposal to raise the federal
minimum wage; the Chamber of Commerce and corporate giants like the National Restaurant Association have launched legal, PR,
and legislative attacks in attempt to destroy worker centers; and the American Legislative Exchange Council continues to advocate for
state-level pre-emption bills that ban paid sick days.
Through exposing abusive governments and companies, ITUC seeks to build momentum among the international trade union movement and general public toward improving worker conditions. As the report asserts, “The guarantee of the free exercise of workers’
rights is also a guarantee of a more equal and a more prosperous society.”
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Breach of Privilege
Spying on Lawyers in the
United States

American Culture Warriors in Africa:
A Guide to the Exporters of
Homophobia and Sexism

USBDJZPEFStOBUJPOBMMBXZFSTHVJME BQSJM
2014

E d w a r d
S n o w d e n ’s
leak of National Security Adminhas attracted
w i d e s p re a d
media coverage, but the
extensive
use of surveillance by the state has been clear
for decades. An April 2014 report
by the National Lawyers Guild (NLG)
outlines the surveillance the organization has been subjected to since its
founding in the 1930s.
The FBI has reportedly tapped NLG
phones on 40 occasions, broken into
vaded the homes of members. It also
repeatedly used informants to target
the organization, strategically placing an informant on its board of directors. The FBI-led campaign caused
it to lose members, income, and a
number of regional chapters. Organizations like the ACLU, the Center for
Constitutional Rights (CCR), and the
fered similar ordeals.
State surveillance has become particularly widespread—and tolerated,
apparently—in the post-9/11, postPATRIOT Act world. The implications
For example, Lynne Stewart, a lawyer
from New York State, was sentenced
to 10 years in prison based on discussions with a client in prison—a discussion that would have been illegal
to record before 2001.
The report calls attention to the
lance may have on progressive legal
organizations and ends with a plea
to end mass, state-sponsored surveillance. As former NLG President Barbara Dudley said, “The government
wins if their surveillance keeps even
one of us from speaking up or taking
action.”
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American Culture Warriors in Africa is
designed to educate U.S. audiences
BOENPUJWBUFBMMQFPQMFPGDPOTDJFODF
to take action that interrupts the
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1SPöMFT PG UIF "NFSJDBO CBE
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QFPQMFBOESFQSPEVDUJWFKVTUJDF
"O PWFSWJFX PG POHPJOH DVMUVSF
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we can take here in the U.S.
to interrupt the continued
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Here’s what others are saying:

i&BDIPGVTIBTBSPMFJOTUPQQJOHUIFQFSTFDVUJPOPGTFYVBMNJOPSJUJFTBDSPTT
the globe. I highly recommend American Culture Warriors in Africa as an
FYDFMMFOUTUBSUJOHQPJOUGPSBMMXIPBSFDPNNJUUFEUPFOEJOHPQQSFTTJPOBOE
TIBSJOHUIFUSVFNFTTBHFPG(PETBMMJODMVTJWFMPWFw
-Archbishop Desmond Tutu
i"T QFPQMF MFBSO NPSF BCPVU "NFSJDBOT ESJWJOH BOUJ-(#52 BOJNVT BOE
MFHJTMBUJPO JO 6HBOEB BOE CFZPOE  UIFZ BTL A8IBU DBO * EP UP TUPQ UIJT 
American Culture Warriors in Africa JT UIF QFSGFDU DPNQBOJPO QJFDF UP God
Loves Uganda, and should be read by anyone who wants answers to that
question.”
-Roger Ross Williams, Director of God Loves Uganda
i/PPOFIBTEPOFNPSFUPJMMVNJOBUF"NFSJDBOFWBOHFMJDBMFòPSUTUPCSJOH
UIF DVMUVSF XBST UP "GSJDB UIBO 3FW %S ,BQZB ,BPNB PG 1PMJUJDBM 3FTFBSDI
"TTPDJBUFTw
-Mariah Blake, senior reporter at Mother Jones

American Culture Warriors in Africa is available now!
For more details and information about ordering,
visit www.politicalresearch.org/africa.

-Owen Jennings
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The Art of Activism
social justice and are helping build the movement through their work.
This issue’s cover artist, Rommy Torrico,
thorities. The Sun Sentinel newspaper reis the graphics and new media director
ported in February 2014 that “a program
for the Collier County Neighborhood Stointended to remove illegal immigrants
ries Project (CCNSP), based in southwest
who are felons and terrorists has resulted
Florida. Torrico is a queer, undocumented
in nearly 6,000 people with no known
artist born in Chile. She and her sister cocriminal records being deported from
founded CCNSP in 2011.
Collier County has been a particular
focus of the 287(g) immigration-enforceby volunteers, responds to the challengment program, which gives local police
es and abuses faced by immigrants in
the power to enforce immigration law. In
southwest Florida. It attempts to “engage
2012, about 50 Florida-based organizaand empower immigrant community
tions signed a letter to politicians in the
members to enter in dialogue about the
state, demanding an end to 287(g). They
police abuses they have experienced and
wrote that it created “fear and a marked
witnessed in their daily lives.” The projmistrust of police among both documentect’s volunteers believe that through sto5PSSJDPTQPTUFSGPSUIF/BUJPOBM
ed and undocumented individuals in the
rytelling,
“people empower themselves
%BZPG"DUJPO.BSDIGPS%JHOJUZBOE
Latino community.”
and their peers to move forward in creat+VTUJDF*NBHFDPVSUFTZPGBSUJTU
U.S. Immigration and Customs Ening tangible change to local practices that
forcement scaled back the program in 2013—but at the
result in abuses.”
same time escalated the “Secure Communities” program,
CCNSP also arranges and coordinates visits by volunteers
to immigrant detention centers and helps undocumented
checked against a federal database. Suspected immigration
youth in southwest Florida navigate the transition from
violators are then detained for investigation by federal auhigh school to higher education and work.
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